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Et si la mission Apollo 11 avait tourné au désastre ???�

Sources :::h httph//grin.hq.nasa.gov/ABSTRACTS/GPN-2000-0011164.html :::G GPN-2001-0001013.html 

IN EVENT OF MOON DISASTERh
Fate has ordained that the men who went to the moon to extplore in tpeace will stay on the 

moon to rest in tpeace.
Tese brave men, Neil Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin, know that there is no hotpe for their 

recovery. But they also know that there is hotpe for mankind in their sacrifce.
Tese two men are laying down their lives in mankind's most noble goalh the search for 

truth and understanding.
Tey will be mourned by their families and friendsG they will be mourned by their nationG 

they will be mourned by the tpeotple of the worldG they will be mourned by a Mother Earth thar 
dared send two of her sons into the unknown.

In their extploration, they stirred the tpeotple of the world to feel as oneG in their sacrifce, 
they bind more tightly the brotherhood of man.

In ancient days, men looked at stars and saw their heroes in the constellations. In modern 
times, we do much the same, but our heroes are etpic men of fesh and blood.

Others will follow, and surely fnd their way home. Man's search will not be denied. But 
these men were the frst, and they will remain the foremost in our hearts.

For every human being who looks utp at the moon in the nights to come will know that 
there is some corner of another world that is forever mankind.

PRIO TO THE PRESIDENT'S STATEMENTh
Te President should teletphone each of the widows-to-be.

AFTER THE PRESIDENT'S STATEMENT, AT THE POINT WHEN NASA ENDS 
COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE MENh

A clergyman should adtpt the same tprocedure as a burial at sea, commending their souls to 
"the deetpest of the deetp", concluding withe the Lord's Prayer.

Projet de discours tpour le tprésident Richard Nixon, rédigé tpar William Safre
et tprotposé à Harry Robbins Haldeman, le 18 juillet 1969.
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